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South Africa - Weather
South Africa will see a mix of erratic rainfall and sunshine through the end of next week. Northern
Cape and western fringes of Free State and North West will remain a little too dry to support ideal
dryland coarse grain and oilseed development, though the periods of rain will still be beneficial. The
eastern half of the country will otherwise have enough moisture to maintain aggressive growth.
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: Outside of heavy rain from southeastern Missouri to southern Ohio and Kentucky
this weekend, little precipitation of significance is expected through the next ten days.
o Some local flooding may result from the heavy rain this weekend.
o The next round of well-organized precipitation may occur Mar. 7-9, but confidence is low for this
period.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: Multiple rounds of heavy rain will occur from the northern two-thirds
of the Delta to northern Georgia and some flooding is likely, especially from east-central and
southeastern Arkansas and northeastern Louisiana through northern Alabama where 4.50 to 7 inches
of rain and locally more will occur since rain began Thursday. The southern third of the Delta to
southern Georgia, southern South Carolina, and northern Florida will see rain, but the rain should be
light enough that some early season fieldwork advances around the precipitation with southern
Georgia and northern Florida seeing minimal rain.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: The resulting rain will slow harvesting of soybeans and planting of second season corn as
well as threatening some soybeans with quality declines while the moisture is supportive of
developing crops. Fieldwork should advance well while soil moisture in place today and at least a
couple rounds of rain will support developing crops for a while longer.
moisture and temperatures will be warm to hot while rain through early next week is infrequent and
light enough that some crops should become stressed.
ARGENTINA: A drier forecast has returned to a large part of Argentina as the increase in rain
advertised Thursday for next week has been greatly diminished and now rain of significance is
expected to be confined to northwestern and parts of north-central Argentina.
o Dry weather will be most common through the next two weeks along with least another week of
warm to hot temperatures causing stress to crops to increase in central and southern areas and if
rain does not increase soon notable production cuts may occur.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: A restricted precipitation pattern will occur over a large portion of the European Continent during the coming week to ten days. Very little moisture will impact France, the southeastern U.K., Belgium, the
Netherlands, Germany and Italy through eastern Europe and southern Sweden. Drying during the next ten days will increase the need for rainfall to return during the second week of March, but current soil moisture
should continue to support crops.
AUSTRALIA: Scattered showers and thunderstorms will continue over southeastern Queensland into eastern New South Wales this week and help support summer crop development. The moisture will be timely for
dryland production areas in northeastern New South Wales which had recently dried down, while greater rainfall will still be needed in southeastern Queensland to ease long term dryness and crop moisture stress.
Southwestern Queensland as well as western and southern New South Wales into Victoria and southeastern South Australia summer crop areas will remain dry this week and crop moisture stress will continue to
increase.
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